ART POWER: Does art have the power to change the world?

Exhibit Reflection

Student in Art
© dentel

Explore the ART POWER Exhibit.
Choose one of your peers' art works that speaks strongly to you as an individual.
Read their artist statement and answer the following questions. (Complete sentences please!)

Artist's Name: Zoe Kien

Social Issue: Bullying

Title: Suicide thoughts

Medium/Media: Clay, acrylic paint

Size: 16in x 15in x 11in

Date Completed: 6/1/16

Why does this artwork interest you?
What statement is being made?
Have you ever considered this issue before seeing this work?
How are your viewpoints on this issue the same or different from this artist?

This art project interest me because it is like "close to home". My best friend tried killing herself over kids bullying him. Words don't just hurt they hurt our feelings and our minds. I had thought about it before we started the project. I was hoping we were doing a project that had some social issues. Same viewpoint because people need to watch what they say before it comes and hurts them in the future. She was successful by coming to the result in making her point in the suicide issue project.